natural decor
FROM PAST TO FUTURE, LIVE
THE PRESENT IN LA CLUSAZ

The mountains have many stories to tell
that will stand the test of time long into the
future. Over generations, La Clusaz has
carved a unique identity based on its warm
welcome and extensive natural playground.
The remarkable resort is an exceptional
combination of alpine living and a deep
rooted, connected winter sports culture.
The local community is proud to share and
preserve its natural, cultural, architectural and
gastronomic heritage. The preserved natural
environment, the dedicated and welcoming
inhabitants and local businesses, the extensive
programme of festive events and activities
accessible to everyone, will appeal to all.

APRIL
31 MARCH TO 3 APRIL:
RADIO MEUH CIRCUS FESTIVAL (p10)
9: BOARDER LINE
16 to 18: LCZ FEST
24: DEFI FOLY

JANUARY
8: LE BELIER BLANC
17 to 22: SKI MOUNTAINEERING WEEK

MAY
1st : LA DER DES DERS

FEBRUARY
3 and 4: FREESTYLE EUROPEAN CUP
14 and 21: SKI SHOW

Passerelle de Balme
Take it from the top and clear your mind! At
the Col de Balme, la passerelle de Balme
opens onto an outstanding view. Look out
over the Alps and Mont Blanc, the highest
peak in Europe for an exceptional and
memorable experience on the 6.5m glassviewing platform, suspended over a several
100m drop. Accessible only with a ski pass.
Viewpoint from the Etale
Stop at the top of the Etale to admire the
stunning panorama over the Aiguille massif
and the Col des Aravis with Mont Blanc in the
distance for a unique photo opportunity.

Some wise words in the Aravis dialect
Mârçhe d’apré la lanjeu d’ton pa: Walk according to the length of your step.
Lé pire fan partia du çhmin: The stones are part of the path.
Fô alâ plan pe-r alâ lvin: Go slow to go far.
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what's on

MARCH
1st: CARNAVAL
13: DERBY DE BALME
21 to 25: GOOD VIBES WEEK

DECEMBER
4 and 5: LA CLUSAZ OPENING
20 to 31: CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL:
LES PESTACLES DU PÈRE-NOËL

PHOTOCALL

OUR LOCAL DIALECT
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BOX OFFICE

THE FRENCH ALPS
WITHIN EASY ACCESS

KEY FIGURES

La Clusaz is just hours away from the
big European capitals, close to the
international airports of Geneva and
Lyon, and just a few turns in the road
from Annecy.
• 3 hours 40mins from Paris to Annecy
• 30 mins from Annecy
• 50 mins from Geneva Airport

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 massifs
84 slopes
(7 black, 29 red, 30 blue, 18 green)
49 ski lifts
125 Km of slopes
1 100 m - 2 600 m altitude
A range of ski passes:
from 29,90 to 43,50€ for a full day adult ski pass
Open from 18th December 2021 to 1st May 2022

PARIS

LA
CLUSAZ

PARIS

GENÈVE

ANNECY

LYON

A43

LA
CLUSAZ

MARSEILLE
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RELAXED AND ACTIVE
BEAUREGARD PLATEAU

NEW - LE 1647 : RAISING THE STANDARDS
Perched high on the wide-open Beauregard
Plateau, the 1647 aims to preserve the local
environment and encourage human contact
with delectable environmentally sustainable
dishes served in a cosy atmosphere, with a
blend of contemporary and traditional decor
where wellness and nature combine.
www.le1647.com
SKI TOURING : BACK TO THE ROOTS
Ski touring is the opportunity to experience
wilderness in the mountains. Knowledge and
experience are required when heading off the
beaten track, but novices can try ski touring,
risk free on the 2 marked tracks in La Clusaz.
A new way to discover winter in the mountains.
The Beauregard track
The idyllic, forest track on Beauregard is 5km
long with an only 600m vertical rise and is
ideal for first ascents using ski skins.
The Etale track
The Etale track with its 700m of vertical rise
and some at 30°, is more of a challenge. Some
experience of conversions is required as it is a
steep climb! It is less isolated from the downhill
skiers than the Beauregard track, but the
arrival at the Belvédère is well worth the climb
for an uninterrupted vista over the Mont Blanc.
To take it further : try the Combes des
Aravis in the company of a guide from
the
Bureau des guides des Aravis.
www.guides-des-aravis.com

THE CONFINS : FROM
A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE

NORDIC SKIING
The Confins, nestled into the magnificent
Aravis coombs above the Confins Lake, is wellknown for its spectacular backdrop and ease
of access. It has 63km of diverse slopes for
all levels in a beautiful setting and a brandnew 13km track. The new Tour du Danay track
is a complete circuit through the heart of the
forest past Saint Jean–de-Sixt and Le GrandBornand.
SKI-JOERING
Throughout history, animals have long
accompanied humankind. Ski-joering was
initially used by those who combined a love of
horses with the need to work. Be transported
back in time on the polar white landscapes in
La Clusaz accompanied by these wonderful
animals, and discover a completely different
aspect to winter sports while respecting
the environment! From 29€/per person
www.aravis-equitation.com
Nordic skiing

Ski touring
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the
mountain life

NEW
THE MERLE SLOPE
HAS BECOME THE IDEAL
SPOT FOR NIGHT SHOTS
The famous Merle slope will now be floodlit
at the end of the day so that skiers can
continue to ski long into the evening, but in
addition, there will be various winter sports
themed evenings organised such as for
parets, a traditional sledge. There will also
be fun, artistic colour themed activities where
the snow becomes a blank canvas to impress
night skiers. From 18 December 2021, every
Saturday at 7pm, Sundays and Tuesdays
at 9pm. Colour events on Friday evening.
Accessible only with a ski pass.

sound
& light

A NIGHT SWIM WITH A VIEW
La Clusaz Aqua park is an ideal place to relax
and reconnect by day or by night. Lay back in
the 25m outdoor pool as you look out towards
your friends and family skiing down the
slopes. The centre has a breath-taking view
over the snowy peaks from the interior and
exterior pools, it boasts a waterfall, Jacuzzi as
well as sauna, steam room and fitness suite.
www.espaceaquatique-laclusaz.com

GOOD VIBES WEEK,
THE SPIRIT OF ZEN IN THE MOUNTAINS
The wellness week is one of our best-kept
secrets. The first edition mostly brought
together local practitioners and a wider
audience were attracted to the second and
third edition with distance lessons. The fourth
edition of the Good Vibes Week will continue
to grow to accommodate instructors and local
participants. During the event several yoga
and meditation lessons are organised as well
as ayurvedic workshops and candle creation
using essential oils in cooperation with Les
Claires Idées candle makers. It is an event full
of good vibes organised by kind-hearted souls
from the village. From 21 to 25 April 2022.
www.laclusaz-yogafestival.com

Good Vibes Week

THE BEAT GOES ON IN LA CLUSAZ
After all this effort on the slopes, you deserve
some relaxation! Après-ski is an essential part
of life in La Clusaz whether it’s on the several
terraces on the mountain overlooking the
village, in the night clubs or the many bars
throughout the resort. The resort is lively and
dynamic and well known for its warm and
festive atmosphere where the party goes on
well into the wee small hours. Who knows
what the night can bring!

5 PLACES TO PARTY THE NIGHT AWAY

Full Moon Party

• The cocktail spot: La Scierie
• The classic pub: Les Caves de Paccaly
• The liveliest: Le Bal
• The cosiest: Le Bar du St Alban Hôtel & Spa
• The most local: Le Lion d’Or
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something
different
GREAT FINDS

NEW - CHALET DES JOUX
CONTEMPORARY CABIN ROOMS
This entirely renovated chalet can be found
on the slopes in the heart of nature. In stark
contrast with the grandeur of the location, set
between the massifs of Etale and Borderan
with a stunning view over the Aravis range and
the village, the Chalet des Joux is exceptional in
its simplicity. There are 2 modern apartments
clad in light wood where holiday makers
will enjoy relaxing in the cosy and preserved
atmosphere. Romand will delight you with his
renowned dishes, prepared in his restaurant
on the ground floor. Children will particulalrly
enjoy making cabins and playing hide and
seek in the bedrooms tucked into the low
mezzanine floors. Up to 10 adults and 6
children. www.chaletdesjoux.com
NEW - LES CHALETS DE LA SERRAZ
AUTHENTICITY AND ELEGANCE
The new 4-star chalet at the heart of La Clusaz.
An experience in itself where you can delight
in the exceptional fine dining in the restaurant
and fully let go in the heart of nature. Relax in
the outdoor pool, spa, turkish steam room and
jacuzzi in an authentic alpine setting.
www.chalets-la-serraz.fr

ST ALBAN
HOTEL & SPA ****
AN ENGLISH CLUB
IN THE HEART OF THE
MOUNTAINS
Inspired by the cosiness and warm
style of an English club, enjoy a unique
experience in warm and welcoming
Saint-Alban****. The natural, raw materials
such as wood, brass and leather the walls
full of books, like a giant library in the centre
of the village lend an atmosphere of elegant
relaxation and tranquillity. The Nuxe Spa
and Skishop complete the ideal 4-star offer.
Don’t miss out on the chic bar, the central
element of the hotel, where gourmet tapas
and elegant evening cocktails are served!
www.hotel-st-alban.com
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LOCAL TREATS

NEW - LA DISTILLERIE DES ARAVIS,
WORKSHOP
Sarah and Romain, brother and sister and
children of distillers are reviving the famous
Distillerie des Aravis and will give you a glimpse
of the distillation process of its authentic
Génépi liqueur, made here in a traditional
way since 1876. Romain will tell you all about
the distillation and reveal the bottling process
and Sarah will be present to open the doors of
the shop and invite you for a tasting session.
www.distilleriearavis.fr

St Alban Hotel & Spa****

Les rhodos

Chalet de la Serraz

backstage

LES RHODOS
A VOYAGE THROUGH TIME
Welcome to the Rhodos for a unique experience
at the heart of the mountains just steps away
from a forgotten chapel. There is a «Sport
Vintage» room with sporting souvenirs from
the Seventies, a «Cheyenne» room, decorated
in a tribal Indian style and even a recording
studio in the « Music » room. Travel in time,
but don’t forget to stop off at the resaturant,
there is even a cylindrical wine cellar hidden
under a glass plateau with a monastic–styled
tasting area. www.rhodos.fr

NEW
THE REBLOCHON TRACK:
EDUCATION, NATURALLY
The ever-popular Envers blue slope is
changing. Along the 2,5km slope and 250m
vertical descent, you can now find out all
about the local fauna with a mixture of
challenges, fun activities and information
boards. Discover history of agro-pastoralism
in La Clusaz through the work of the farmers,
their impact on the alpine environment and of
course all about the history of Reblochon.
Accessible only with a ski pass.

The Reblochon track

La distillerie des Aravis

NEW - LA TABLE DE KARINE, LOCAL
Philippe DURANDEAU, Chef at the Café de la
Paix in Genève has signed an enticing menu
at the «La Table de Karine» restaurant using
the finest, local products. For lunch, the Chef
offers a selection of exceptional meat, grilled
on the centre-piece barbecue on the terrace.
The selection of fine wines handpicked by the
head of the 4-star establishment completes
the memorable experience for all the senses!
www.chalets-la-serraz.fr

A WELLNESS BREAK IN SECRET LOCATIONS

After an active day on the slopes or even just for a break, indulge and relax in one of the
many spas with treatments using alpine plants, share a massage for 2 or with your children,
indulge in balneotherapy and an abundance of other experiences to help you let go in
La Clusaz.
Something for everyone:
• Deep Nature Spa: for cosiness
• Spa Nuxe: for the experience
• Cristal Spa: for total luxury
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official selection
NEW - SHADOW
THE RIDERS IN THE SHADOWS
This year, Juliane Grosdidier, founder of the
Girlsup.fr brand is promoting a 100% feminine
freeski film to put the limelight on woman
riders. These highly talented, yet mostly
unknowned skiers or snowboarders «ride»
the Aravis purely for pleasure. Most of them
live in or around the Aravis through the film,
skillfully demonstrate their passion in the
majestic and sometimes virgin landscape.
The film captures the essence of the
authenticity of the natural beauty of the
Aravis and the exhilaration of their sport.
To be found in festivals this winter.

TIM ALONGI, THE BIRD OF THE ARAVIS
Tim was practically born paragliding; he took
his first tandem flight with his father at 2 years
old and his first solo flight at 9. By the age of
15 he had started acrobatic paragliding and
quickly learned and improved with the best
freestylers to win national and international
competitions.
Since becoming French Champion in 2016,
he has travelled around the world looking for
new challenges and breath-taking images.
The professional paraglider has chosen
La Clusaz as his playground to continue
developing within his sport and to film in the
air in a way that no-one else knows how to do!

Shadow

Tim Alongi

NEW - THE HOUSE OF THE VILLAGE
THAT STOOD THE TEST OF TIME AS LA
CLUSAZ CHANGED AROUND IT
On the church square, the house of the village
has witnessed the changes to La Clusaz
since the 18th century. Well before the village
became a ski resort, the house was first home
to a family of bakers, the Gallay family, before
becoming home to the Pollet family, butchers
and owners of the Brasserie Centrale.
The butcher’s has since disappeared, but the
Pollet family are still going strong and brother
and sister Jean-Marie and Stéphanie are
continuing to build on the family history with
the creation of 2 apartments in the former barn.
They have ingenuously worked round the
existing structure which includes the mythical
elements used in the construction of the church
bell tower in 1761 and the stonework used by
the monks in the construction of a château,
while creating a contemporary and spacious
living space. www.lamaisonduvillage.fr

REPORTAGE IDEA

Ben Buratti
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BEN BURATTI
Originally from Haute Savoie and on skis since the age
of 3, Ben has been French champion and participated
in Pyeongchang Olympic Games(2018). He has been a
member of the French free-style team since 2016, French
Champion (2018), Vice-champion of France (2019) and
Slopestyle and Big Air are no mystery to him.
Why do you like skiing in La Clusaz ?
«I love riding here, because there really is everything!
You can go “Back country” skiing in the morning on the
Balme and Etale and then train on the variety of modules
in the Snow park in the afternoon. It’s an unbelievably
varied and fun terrain! When I ski in La Clusaz, I’m never
by myself, my friends are always around to film or just
hang out in the mountains all together.»

cult

NEW
THE INTER-GENERATIONAL AMBASSADEURS
AT THE HEART OF THE VILLAGE
During the winter, the residents of the village
of La Clusaz are active and work together
with the tourist office, especially during the
busy period during the school holidays.
They are present at strategic points in
the village to welcome, inform and help
holidaymakers as they arrive in the village.
They are always keen to share their knowledge
of the villlage and of course are well known for
their bonhommie and sense of humour !

Le Hameau des Alpes

Deli’Schuss

NEW
THE DELI’SCHUSS
GENERATIONS OF SKIING IN LA CLUSAZ
Four generations of the Quenet family have
worked in the Délischuss. The establishment
has been a shoe maker’s workshop, a skihire shop and is now, a warm and friendly
restaurant.
The decor is inspired by the
exploits of the father, Freddy, well known
for his record distances on the mythical
Waterslide of the Defi Foly. Food lovers can
enjoy the combination of bagels, bowls and
savoury waffles with daily activities based on
the mountains. www.delischuss.eatbu.com
LE HAMEAU DES ALPES
AN INTERACTIVE VISIT
La Clusaz is an essential visit for anyone
interested in alpine heritage. In addition to
the village tours by heritage guides and farm
visits, the « Hameau des Alpes » now welcomes
visitors all year round just a few steps from
the village along the Nom stream. They can
discover a wealth of local heritage and culture
in the different poles within the museum:
a participative area to discover everything
you need to know about Reblochon Fermier, a
museum dedicated to the evolution of skiing,
a communal oven, traditional lofts and former
saw mill. www.lehameaudesalpes.com
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sound
track

LCZ Park

LCZ, THE RIDE COMMUNITY

Riding is a way of life in La Clusaz and it was
essential for the local riders to group together
under a single banner called LCZ to develop
and live the ride experience to the full.
LCZ freeriders, freestylers and freeskiers and
all those who live for the freedom of winter
sports participate in the organisation of
events throughout the season. There is also
an online clothes shop and breathtaking
images of skiing on social networks and more
importantly the production of films,
made by locals and filmed in the
Aravis.
www.laclusaz.com/
produits-lcz.html

Radiomeuh Circus Festival
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LCZ PARK
LCZ is the group of local riders who train on
the world-class snow park all winter in La
Clusaz. At the LCZ Park creative and fearless
skiers can express themselves all season on
a variety of modules from big air, rails and
boxes. Everything is set up with the most
popular forms of rails : low to mid range jibs
and rails such as fun boxes, rainbows,
flat and step down rails, Canon
rail, Pool Jam, Close Up,
etc… accessible for
all levels.

REPORTAGE
IDEA

FOCUS ON THE HISTORY OF
RADIO MEUH BY FOUNDER, PHILOU
“Created in 2007, Radio Meuh exists
thanks to a group of close friends with
one idea in mind: to share good vibes, without
any stress. Since the day we started, the radio
has continuously aired 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week without any publicity and with free access!
Thirteen years later, we have made our little
niche and have become one of the most listened
to independent digital radios in France! In order
to continue to offer juicy tunes to our listeners,
I spend a lot of time out and about, rummaging
and searching out new tracks, which is timeconsuming but great fun!“

RADIOMEUH CIRCUS FESTIVAL
From 31 march to 3 april 2022
The whole valley grooves to the sounds Radio
Meuh over 4 days of fun, 3 evenings under
the circus tent and over 10 Fringe events
open to all. There is something for everyone
from electro, soul, afro beat, hip-hop, disco
or rock in this unmissable alpine event.
wwww.circus.radiomeuh.com

A BUSINESS CLUB MADE IN LA CLUSAZ
The Business Club of La Clusaz is still in its
infancy, but already very active. Launched in
2019 as a link between the business world and
La Clusaz’ creative universe, the objective is to
help develop business, create a local network
and provide a meeting space for new partners.
Themed excursions to discover the mountains,
inspiring conferences, festive events and
dinners are organised to bring professionals
together. Open to all professionals, the
business club gives access to seasonal or
yearly passes as well as many advantages to
reveal the richness of La Clusaz to future and
current collaborators and partners.
www.laclusaz.com/
business-club.html

INTO THE HEIGHTS
LE PÊLE CO-WORKING
A co-working space called Le Pêle, a local
word meaning “a small room heated by
a stove” opened several years ago. It is a
perfect solution for independent workers,
entrepreneurs, freelancers and teleworkers
and is open to visitors and local inhabitants
with
20
independent,
open-planned
workspaces, secure WiFi, printer/scanner,
meeting room and the all-important unlimited
tea and coffee! No excuse for procrastination,
the mountains will inspire all year long!
www.lepelecoworking.com

freeze
frame
REPORTAGE IDEA

GREENER LA CLUSAZ

Greener, hybrid piste bashers
The all-important piste basher that
prepares the perfect slopes for skiers
every day is going green in La Clusaz.
The first hybrid piste basher will be
used this winter, in order to limit fuel
consumption and further consolidate
the quest for more eco-friendly
solutions within the resort. Those that
cannot be adapted will be equipped
with a Snowsat sytem that uses satnav
technology to optimise the production of
snow depending on the depth of snow
measured on the slopes, to reduce water
consumption in the resort.

Alternativ mobility
La Clusaz is in partnership with the
Mov’ici application that brings drivers
with a free space in their car together
with passengers looking to go the same
direction over all the Auvergne-RhôneAlpes region. A great way to get to the
slopes and reduce your carbon footprint.
NEW -For skiers arriving with 3 or more
passengers, specially reserved, free car
parking spaces at the Chenon car park
(access to Balme and Fernuy cable cars)
will be made available with a dedicated
reservation system. Each free parking
space can be booked right up to the last
minute and will be kept until 10.30am.
Annecy – La Clusaz Skibus: Free bus
ticket for any purchase of a full day
«ski+bus» pass. Holders of a La Clusaz
Liberté season ticket may prebook their
return trip.
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